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The FUTURE is WILD is a completely different way of looking at how the world works. 18 years ago, together with 
a team of world renowned scientists, Joanna Adams created plausible versions of Planet Earth over hundreds of 
million years into the future. The combination of scientific facts and imagination produced unique environments, 
creatures and plants of a future world.

Launched originally as a documentary TV-series on Animal Planet in the USA - where it doubled the channel’s best 
ever viewing figures - the programmes and companion books (translated in over 20 languages) spread throughout 
the world.

Today, the Brand encompasses worldwide activities as television - both, documentary and kids animated series - 
books, magazines and Manga comic-strips, toys, games and clothing, digital media, theme park rides and 
exhibitions at visitor attractions. Outstanding importance for The FUTURE is WILD brand is its unique role in 
Education.

CONCEPT STATEMENT 
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1

Documentary Series I

Adult Reference and Children Reference Book

Evans & Sutherlands 360° Movie for Planetariums 

The Future is Wild Exhibition in Enoshima, Japan

1st release of Merchandising

Educational Resources

Manga Book in Japan & Korea

Traveling Exhibition in Korea

Animated Kids Series by Nelvana

FIW Education CD-Rom

Exhibition at Ibaraki Museum, Japan

Les Animaux de Futur at Futuroscope Parc, France, 1st AR-Darkride worldwide

Exhibition at Sydney Aquarium, Australia

Project development FIW Australia

Exhibition at Dinosaurier Park, Germany

1999 - 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014   ...future!

In development:
• Major Exhibitions in 

Singapore & India, 2015
• 3D Movie, 2015
• new educational material

• a brand with unique IP

• brand truly international, 40 countries 
worldwide, over 22 languages

• brand provides unparalleled flexible 
platform, encompasses Education & Entertainment

• scope for brand leverage unequalled

• evolutionary, green characteristics will deliver 
“corporate credentials”

• brand identity will attract major international 
sponsors/endorsers

• brand longevity to deliver significant long term 
shareholder value

CURRENT POSITION 
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Documentary Series I 
• 3 x 1 hour & 13 x 1/2 hour episodes, delivered in 2002  

• Worldwide Cable, 70 countries free TV, 20 Airlines, DVD Release in 30 countries 

Animated Kids Series 
• 26 x 1/2 hours produced by Nelvana, premiered October 2007 in the U.S. 

Publishing
• Adult Reference and Children Reference Books, 2002, published in 22 languages

• Manga Book in Japan & Korea, published 2006/2008

BRAND STATUS
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Education
• A successful series of trials with British schools and teaching organizations has inspired children to create 

their own future creatures and environments. 

Exhibitions & Visitor Attractions
• New Enoshima Aquarium, Japan, 2005, integrated exhibition
• Ansan Cultural Centre, Korea 2006, integrated exhibition
• Museum BL, Switzerland, 2007/2008, integrated exhibition
• Ibaraki Nature Museum, Japan, 2008, integrated exhibition 
• Les Animaux du Futur, Futuroscope Parc Poitiers, France, 2008, Augmented Reality theme park ride
• Aquarium of the Pacific, USA, 2009, integrated exhibition
• Twycross Zoo, UK, 2010, integrated exhibition 
• Sydney Aquarium, Australia, 2010-2011, integrated major exhibition  
• Dinosaur Park Münchehagen, Germany, 2012, permanent exhibition
• Museum Bünde, Germany, 2013/14, integrated exhibition

BRAND STATUS
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The Fire Dolphin Story 
TV production 2014-2016

3D/4D IMAX Movie Experience 
Production 2014/15

Exhibitions & Theme Parks 
Major Exhibition at ArtScience Museum Singapore, 2015

Major Travelling Exhibition, India, 2014/2015
The Dome, Major Theme Park, in development for 2015/2016

continuous exhibitions at Aquariums, Museums and Zoos worldwide

Education
New interdisciplinary teaching materials, 2014

continuous work shops, school projects, special projects worldwide

Merchandising, Toys and Mobile Applications
3rd quarter of 2014

Future Publishing 
worldwide release, 2014/15

Motion Picture
in development for 2016/17

UPCOMING PRODUCTS 
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BRAND STRATEGY
Top 15 primary incomes streams and licensing deals for the next 5 years:

 
DIGITAL CONSUMER PRODUCTS 

 
ALLIANCES AND 
PARTNERSHIPS 

 
online experience 

console gaming 

mobile gaming 

Smartphone/Tablet Apps 

memory stick              
sampling promotion 

 
global toys and games 

new books in 7 countries 

a new augmented reality                      
part work format 

home entertainment programs 

trading cards 

 
global sponsor 

fast food partner 

major theme parks 

other events/attractions 

major TV & cinema deal 

 

!
Potential areas to explore:

 
DIGITAL 

 
TOY AND GAME 

 
PUBLISHING 

 
breakthrough Wii games  

of battling between future 
and current animals 

MMOG-multi player 
animal creation and 

battling gaming 

 
biological transformers 

interactive DNA plush 

grow your own                         
future creature kits 

AR trading cards                            
and top trumps 

action figures and playsets 

 
the living book -                     

an AR book of the series 

brand new part work format 

a new digital kids magazine  

iBooks, eBooks,        
interactive books 

!
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TV Documentary & 
Big Screen Family Entertainment Special
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New movies based on the FUTURE is WILD are planned in 2014/2015. Innovative approaches and concepts are 
used. Among others, The FUTURE is WILD introduces a remarkable new creature to the world. 20 million years 
from now. The »Fire Dolphin« is an intelligent, articulate and tool-using animal, totally unlike any other non-
human species on Planet Earth today. Capable of creative thought it has reached a similar degree of development 
as that attained by Homo Sapiens in the stone age, a supreme creature, standing out from the others like Man, in 
its ability to create order and harness the environment to support its quest for survival. In this fim we tell its story.

Format: 1 hour
Style: Mix of CGI with live action backgrounds, present day film, computer, graphics and appearances from 
  scientists. It will have a similar blend to the original FUTURE is WILD documentary series, but also 
  incorporate elements from FiW2 such as dramatic environmental changes.
Schedule / Budget:  2014/2015 / TBD
Production Team:  Production Company / Producer  The Future is Wild Ltd. / TBD
     Executive Producer    Joanna Adams
     Executive Producer for ZDF   Ruth Omphalius
     Executive Producer for USA   Eve Krzyzanowski
     Animation Studio    TBD
     Scientific Advisors    Professor McNeill Alexander, Leeds
               Professor Steven Palumbi, Stanford
               Professor William Gilly, Stanford

A one hour documentary special proving the potential evolution of the Fire Dolphin.
The FIRE DOLPHIN Story
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We are thrown straight into a hot and crazy world, our high oxygen and explosive world of FiW2 Episode 3. Bushes 
ignite, trees fire cannon shells, a gigantic roar heralds the arrival with snapping jaws and thrashing tail of a Titan 
Dolphin on the hunt. It is as though we could be in the familiar territory of back in the Dinosaur era.  But then we 
hear a strange cacophony of clicks and whistles as bizarre creatures on two legs waving branches of fire with 
elephant like trunks rush madly in all directions in the panic of their flight. 

It is the Fire Dolphin and the time is 20 million years AD.

Scene of the Fire Dolphin community in the boma showing them going around very human like business with 
adults and young of both sexes, kids playing, talking and a group of hunters returning through the gateway into the 
boma.

So, what is this peculiar creature, where did it come from and why do we, the audience, feel a familiarity with it?

PROGRAM OUTLINE / Intro
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PROGRAM OUTLINE / Backstory
Fast track through planet changing rapidly with scenes from today to great climatic changes, time clock running. 
Explanation of why in these new conditions and rapid time change that Man has gone.

Many land species disappeared but those in the seas had a better chance of survival. As conditions on land 
improved it left “territorial gaps” giving the opportunity for new creatures to fill them and for existing creatures to 
gradually change to survive in very different conditions. Ideally placed to do this was the dolphin.

Focus on dolphin of today, its intelligence, communication skills, family behaviour, use of tools (Amazonian river 
dolphins training young with sticks) and its physiology, skeletal structure, hands and fingers etc.

Today’s dolphin is for us (humankind) a supremely attractive creature and one that continues to mystify us. We 
can feel particularly close to them, sense that they have a degree of intelligence and behaviour that makes them 
rather like us, but our relationship remains elusive. Unlike us, it has already proved its supreme adaptability to 
changing conditions, for it came from on land, an air breathing mammal now living in the sea. We humans have 
not done that. Its evolution from a land animal to the dolphin of today. Using graphics to show changes to its 
skeletal structure, forelimbs reducing to multi-jointed flippers, changes to the tail fluke etc.

The dolphin’s journey into becoming the Fire Dolphin of our Future World was a long, slow process, triggered by 
the naturally slow process of the Earth’s gradual and unstoppable environmental change. Our dolphin, though, has 
to cope with dramatic and unexpected upheavals, leading to its very radical change, yet still recognisable as a 
dolphin, but developed to a superior degree.

As we go through the climatic changes affecting the environment  we see the dolphin, through a mixture of CGI 
and graphics, in its various adaptations as it makes its journey on to land, continually adapting to the changing 
conditions and maturing to become the Fire Dolphin.
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PROGRAM OUTLINE / The Natural History
We study the Fire Dolphin, its relationship with other creatures and its environment through the eyes of a 
traditional natural history viewer. We will be guided by an expert(s), probably “off camera” but possibly 
occasionally “on camera” if it fits with the requirements of our individual co-producers. Style is a mix of live action, 
CGI, graphics and transparencies.

The scene is set. We meet the Fire Dolphin community within the walls of its protective boma and observe its 
everyday life. We are introduced to the differences between the ages and genders, watch how they move, their 
manipulative skills and how they communicate. We go right into their body systems to discover their physiology, 
skeletal structure, nervous and digestive systems, how they breathe, eat, breed, age and cope with potential 
diseases. And how they use fire? Their ability to harness it making them the most remarkable creatures on planet.

We follow a hunting party, armed with clubs and poles, as it leaves the boma in search of food, the Button Squid. 
Into the forest with its strange plants, exploding trees and bushes which start fires. Overhead are buzzing huge 
insects, the Jaw Beetles  and in the background distant roars which make the Fire Dolphins look around nervously 
and start to chatter quietly. We arrive at a Button Squid colony which has made its home in a huge tree.

Focus on the Button Squid, its development and path from the sea, the caste system and the roles of its individual 
types (queen, drones, soldiers, architects, gatherers and transporters) in its amazing colony home. 

Our hunting party starts trapping and harvesting the squid who try to defend themselves by throwing giant seeds. 
A successful hunt over they head off home nervously listening to the roars getting louder, closer. Suddenly giant 
seeds start crashing through the branches around them. This is the seed of the Cannonball Tree. 

Focus on the Cannonball Tree, a huge tree which fires giant seeds.  When consumed by fire, water inside the seed 
pods boil and the seeds are hurtled through the sky to propagate a safe distance away. 

16



PROGRAM OUTLINE / The Natural History
Fire is the ever present danger in the forest. These fires are caused by Mirror Bushes whose reflective leaves can 
concentrate sunlight and cause fire in the sunlight immediately surrounding them. We see the Fire Dolphins 
harnessing this fire and taking it with them as extra protection against the terrible beasts which we can hear 
coming closer. 

Focus on the Mirror Bush which deliberately turns its large silver leaves, angling them to act as mirrors, reflecting 
sunlight on to the ground beneath. As the vegetation alights and the mirror bush burns its fire resistant seeds can 
germinate in a clear area with plenty of sunlight and no competition. 

It is a race to get back to the boma with their precious cargo of food. There is a sudden crash and squeals as the last 
Dolphin is grabbed by enormous jaws and waved around in the air. It is the Titan Dolphin, larger, faster and more 
dangerous than Tyrannosaurus Rex. The Fire Dolphins dash home as fast as they can, waving their fire sticks, 
clicking and whistling in terror, but the Titan Dolphin is not alone. It leaves the dead Fire Dolphin to its mate and 
lumbers after its further prey.

Focus on the Titan Dolphin, its evolutionary path and why despite a common ancestor it developed so differently 
to the Fire Dolphin, in intellectual ability as well as size, advantage of being a Gigantotherm, gender differences, 
communication (vibration sensors) and manipulative skills. 

As the hunting party enters the boma they find that it is under attack from a colony of Jaw Beetles after the babies. 
We see the Fire Dolphins fight them off with clubs and fire sticks. They chase them off , but one Jaw Beetle leaves a 
sticky mass of eggs on the ground to be eaten by a young Fire Dolphin thinking it is food. It appears ill and wanders 
off.

17



PROGRAM OUTLINE / The Natural History
Inside our sick Fire Dolphin the eggs turn rapidly into  grubs consuming their host from the inside. The grubs will 
become adult Jaw Beetles, developing within the perfect incubator of the now dying Fire Dolphin. The adult Fire 
Dolphins can do nothing, they have no understanding of medicine, but watch as the body convulses and a new 
swarm of juvenile Jaw Beetles escapes from the carcass and out into the world.  

Focus on the Jaw Beetle, a terrifying carnivorous flying insect with huge and powerful jaws. High oxygen has 
allowed insects to grow much larger, and the Jaw Beetle has a metre wingspan. Its rapid breeding cycle allows it to 
make good use of the Fire Dolphins as well as being a source of adult food. 

In the meantime our rogue Titan Dolphin has been prowling round the boma, looking for a way in. It finds a weak 
point in the stockade hedge, pushes through its terrible head and thrashing neck, but as the Fire Dolphins wave 
their fire sticks frantically the Titan Dolphin cannot enter any further because it is caught, trapped by the tendrils 
of the Fighting Acacia bushes with their thousands of sharp claws. 

Focus on the Fighting Acacia, a plant that has developed a unique system for warning off predators and trapping 
insects for food. We see how it uses a hydraulic mechanism to swell the vessels of the xylem causing spingy twigs to 
bend into a trap, ready set to suddenly release its claw like inward pointing spines. The Fire Dolphin cultivates this 
plant as a living protective stockade.

PROGRAM OUTLINE / Final Scene 
Roaring in terror from the fire-sticks burning its head and neck the Titan Dolphin retreats, pulling itself away from 
the Acacia’s traps leaving behind ragged strips of flesh. Life in the boma settles down, the Fire Dolphins are finally 
able to turn their minds to the hunters’ haul of Button Squid and the need for food and a further advantage of fire. 
Like us they have learned that fresh meat is better if it is cooked!
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CREATURES / Fire Dolphin
Dolphins have moved onto land. They had one major problem to solve – 
they had only flippers and a tail. The flippers have reverted back to arms. 
But there were no remnants of the pelvis or rear leg bones. So the Fire 
Dolphin walks on its arms. The five fingers have become both a foot (2 
fingers) and a manipulative hand (3 remaining fingers). The 3 fingers are 
clenched, when running, to protect them whilst the leg is on the ground. 
When the leg is lifted, the fingers open and stretch out in the same way 
that our fingers have sympathetic movements – try to move a little finger 
on its own! At rest the 2 arms and a tail support the Fire Dolphin’s 
weight. When it wants to manipulate something, it can rest on one arm 
and its tail, using the other hand and its prehensile upper lip to do tasks 
such as building traps or starting fires. The Dolphin’s name is no 
accident. The Fire Dolphin controls fire. It creates fires to clear areas of 
vegetation. Within the clearing the dolphins build their home, safe from 
the continuous explosions caused by the high oxygen levels. 
The Fire Dolphin is a highly intelligent and social animal. It hunts Button Squid, using fire and trickery to lure the 
squid from their tree home. The dolphins talk to each other with two systems. One is an unconscious emotional 
communication, a kind of telepathy, based on infrasound. The dolphins tap their tails and feet on the ground to 
express how they are feeling. Other members of the pack sense the infrasound vibrations and share the emotion. 
By using this system all the dolphins stay in contact, even in dense jungle, and ‘know’ how each other is faring -- 
through common feelings of fear, excitement or happiness. The other system is a true language. The dolphins make 
plans etc. through a language of clicks and whistles. They can decide when to use the mirror bushes to create fires 
and when they need to move home. 
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CREATURES / Fire Dolphin

The Fire Dolphins are the 
smartest creatures since the 
disappearance of humans, 
but their intelligence is far 
darker...
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CREATURES / Titan Dolphin
This is a gigantic relative of the Fire Dolphin. It is the largest predator ever to walk on land – bigger even than 
Tyrannosaurus rex. It hunts down Fire Dolphins, using the cover of the dense forest. The Titan Dolphin’s main 
weapons are huge canine teeth. These are used to stab and puncture the Fire dolphins leaving them to rapidly 
bleed to death. The Fire Dolphins’ only defence is fire, for their bigger relative is terrified of flames. Male Titan 
Dolphins use their tails and the remains of the dorsal fin on their backs a part of spectacular displays that show off 
their power to females.
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CREATURES / Button Squid
Some squid, like dolphins, have left the sea. The squid were able to leave because of the high oxygen levels. The 
plentiful oxygen allowed the squid to breathe in air with their simple respiration system. Once on land squid 
evolved into many different species. One kind, the Button Squid, has taken to the trees. Button squid are smart and 
adaptable. But their real advantage is their division of labour. 

The Button Squid have different designs for different jobs: The smallest and lightest squid are harvesters, able to 
reach the thinnest branches and gather fruit and seeds. The transporters are more heavily built to suit their role of 
carrying the fruit back to the communal home in the trunk of one of the giant forest trees. Soldiers are well armed 
and sharp eyed. They defend the other squid from attack. 
They even mount counter-attacks, squirting ink and throwing 
seeds and nuts at enemies like the Fire Dolphins. 

Inside the hollow trunk live the two reproductive castes, the 
drones and the queen. The drones are flamboyant creatures, 
changing their colour and the texture of their skin in 
remarkable mating displays. The queen, in contrast, is little 
more than a large bag of eggs. She lives deep within the tree, 
far from any attackers and safe from the ever present threat of 
spontaneous fire.
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The Fire Dolphins have two great enemies: Titan Dolphins, Jaw Beetles and cultivate the Fighting Acacia as part of 
their defences. 

The Acacia has evolved a form of meat-eating. It has inward pointing spines that act as claws. The claws are spring 
loaded so that if an insect walks along a branch, the claws snap shut and the insect becomes food for the plant. The 
clever Fire Dolphins use the fierce Acacia for their own devices. They plant Acacia seedlings to form a thick 
impenetrable circular hedge in their forest clearings. The hedge is tall enough that should a Titan Dolphin try to 
attack, the thousands of sharp claws pierce and rip its flesh. 

CREATURES / Fighting Acacia 
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CREATURES / Canonball Trees & Mirror Bushes
The tall Canonball Tree has the completely opposite 
strategy to the Mirror Bushes. Rather than use fire for 
its reproduction, it escapes it. The tree produces huge 
seeds inside even larger seed capsules. The outside of 
the seed case is  thick and fire resistant. Inside is full of 
water, and at one end is the huge seed. As a 
spontaneous fire engulfs the tree, the water inside the 
seed capsule heats up. When it boils, the pressure 
increases dramatically and the case ruptures at a weak 
point firing the giant seed into the air. The seed can 
travel hundreds of metres, to land a safe distance from 
the fire. Hurtling cannonball seeds are a constant 
danger to all the animals of the Fire World.   

The low Mirror Bushes look absolutely normal for 
the first part of their lives. Then when they reach 
maturity the bushes produce large, silvery leaves. 
These act as mirrors focusing sunlight and heat. The 
leaves point downwards and project the beam of light 
onto the ground. Should the beam land on a pile of dry 
leaves, it starts a fire. The flames quickly destroy the 
Mirror Bush. So why would a plant want to kill itself? 
Well the fire not only burns the bush, it also destroys 
everything in the area. The seeds are fire resistant. So 
when the ground cools, the seeds can germinate in a 
clear area with no competition &plenty of sunlight. The 
parent bush has provided for its offspring.
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CREATURES / Jaw Beetle 
High oxygen allows animals to grow larger. The reason is that they can more easily obtain the oxygen they need to 
breathe. This is particularly true of insects. In the Fire World a truly terrifying insect has evolved. The Jaw Beetle is 
huge, over a meter long, and it has massive jaws to match. The beetle uses its extraordinary sense of smell to track 
down the homes of Fire Dolphins. It is an aggressive predator, often appearing in packs, as several beetles latch 
onto the scent trail of a Fire Dolphin community. It is for this reason that the Fire Dolphins make new clearings 
every year – to reduce the chance of detection. Once they are attacked the Dolphins use firebrands to ward of the 
beetles; but the sheer ferocity of the Jaw Beetles means they often overpower the dolphins and kill adults and 
young.
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We, the audience, join the Fire Dolphins in their world as they tell us their own story themselves. We follow a 
group of young dolphins as their teachers explain to them who they are, how they left the sea, how they developed 
though the millennia, surviving when other species died, and continually learning from the course of history to 
become the supreme being of their day. But when part of their field trip goes into the interior, we discover the 
World is still a treacherous one.
3-year licenses will be available for large indoor-3D/4D-cinemas, Visitor Attractions and IMAX-theaters. In 
cooperation with manufacturers of mobile 4D cinema units, we are also able to offer licenses for shorter periods. 
These small, mobile units can be placed almost anywhere and will be part of our exhibition projects.

A 15min. CGI special in 3D/4D for big screen family entertainment.
ENTER the FIRE WORLD
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An asteroid hits the moon and shifts its orbit leading to two dramatic and earth changing consequences. The 
collision causes continual meteorite showers. Eventually becoming sporadic and unexpected they are capable of 
causing surprises. Huge sweeping tides dramatically increase the oceans’ reach and severely decrease habitable 
land space. The moon is in much closer orbit, appears giant and leads to shorter days. Central character of this 
exciting story is the »Strandracer«, a giant flightless bird capable of running at enormous speed to outstrip the fast 
flowing tides.
The one hour documentary will be shown on all relevant television broadcasters throughout the world and will be 
available on DVD, BD and VoD-platforms. The 3D special is for 3D/4D-cinemas, Visitor Attractions and IMAX-theaters.

A one hour documentary special for television & 3D special
Moon Shift



Visitor Attractions
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The FUTURE is WILD has appeared as an exhibit at many educational attractions throughout the world including 
France, Germany, Switzerland, Australia, Japan, Korea, the UK and the USA. Theme Park attractions and 
exhibitions featuring The FUTURE is WILD are available in various formats and different versions, and have 
individual thematic orientations.

Type 1) Educational Solution: 

FiW - The EXHIBITION
integrated & travel version

Type 2) Showroom Solution: 

FiW -  The ShowROOM
integrated version 

Type 3) Modular Solution: 

FiW - The ExhibitionEVENT
integrated, stand-alone & travel version

Type 4) Theme Park Solution: 

FiW -  The DOME
geodesic dome

VISITOR ATTRACTIONS / Overview
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Theme Park Ride “Les Animaux du Futur” 
at Futuroscope Parc de Poitiers, France

The major breakthrough for a totally new aspect of the 

brand was the opening of the world’s first Augmented 
Reality darkride at  FUTUROSCOPE, a science and 

amusement park in Poitiers, France in April 2008.
The expedition vehicles bring the visitors to an 

interactive safari, far into the future, across steppes, 
marshland and tropical jungle. Armed with binoculars 

and sensor bracelets, visitors can experience “virtual 
contact” with The FUTURE is WILD creatures in their 

environments over the next 200 million years. This 
science park annually attracts several million visitors, 

particularly school parties, from Western Europe. A 
teacher’s guide and lesson plans are delivered online to 

French schools. This type of exhibition combined 
reality and virtual reality by the end of 2012.

VISITOR ATTRACTIONS / Highlights
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Exhibition at Sydney Aquarium, Australia, 
opened in September 2010 for 12 month

After the opening and outstanding success of the very 
first major visitor attraction at Futuroscope, The 
FUTURE is WILD continued to develop the IP for an 
even more extensive use in the area of visitor 
attractions worldwide.
With its first fully integrated exhibition at Australia’s 
Sydney Aquarium – opened in September 2010, 
running for a 12 month period – FIW created an 
entertaining and educational exhibition that fascinates 
and captivates the audience. The exhibition combined 
the stunning marine life of Sydney Aquarium with 
virtual animals, Augmented Reality, the latest sound 
and visual technology. Sydney’s foremost special effects 
and modelling companies worked together with FIW to 
create the future at Sydney Aquarium and provide 
visitors with one of the most immersive and engaging 
exhibitions Australia has ever seen.

VISITOR ATTRACTIONS / Highlights
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Permanent exhibition of FiW at Dinosaur Park 
Münchehagen, Germany, opened in April 2012

In April 2012 the Dinosaur Park celebrated its 20th 
Birthday and started the year of celebration with an all 
new exhibition of The FUTURE is WILD!

The Dinosaur Park successfully offers exciting action 
packed days for school classes, families and visitors of 
all ages. More than 220 life-sized primeval giants 
expect the visitors. With the new The FUTURE is 
WILD feature, the park will additionally present how 
our world might look in millions of years in the future.

The specially created The FUTURE is WILD exhibition 
hall presents 16 life-size creatures of the future in their 
natural habitat. Information screens, videos and 
fantastic sound installations transport the visitors into 
an amazing futuristic world.

VISITOR ATTRACTIONS / Highlights
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• projects of cross-curricular learning, such as scientific seminars and student workshops for all ages
• specified exhibitions in museums, science centers, zoos and aquariums, usually limited to one topic, with a total 

area of 400-600 sqm / limited to static models of animals, text boards, videos and audio

Projects:
• New Enoshima Aquarium, Japan, 2005

• Museum BL, Switzerland, 2007/2008
• Ibaraki Nature Museum, Japan, 2008

• Aquarium of the Pacific, USA, 2009
• Twycross Zoo, UK, 2010
• Science Centre Singapore/

The Raffles Institution, Singapore, 2011
• London Natural History Museum, UK, continuous

The EXHIBITION
FiW Visitor Attractions, Type 1: Educational Exhibitions – Key Aspects
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The SHOWROOM 
FiW Visitor Attractions, Type 2: Exclusive Showroom Solution
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Based on the award winning and rating-busting natural history series The FUTURE is WILD, we, the Brand's 
creative team, have developed a special and breathtaking exhibition event. 

Combining the latest digital multimedia, 3D technology and truly innovative interactive experiences we showcase, 
for you, an insight into an unknown and spectacular world of millions of years into the future.

It is where state-of-the-art technology meets edutainment, making this exhibition a unique and unmissable event.
Multi-Cultural - Ecological - Dynamic.

The SHOWROOM

Conceivable Features:
• technology- and future-oriented 

• fog-screen projection 
• giant, rotating globe with an amazing spherical projection

• multi-touch workstations plus 3D hologram terminals
• led screens for film, information and games about FIW
• special 3D-Features, eg. virtual tank

• Augmented Reality kiosk systems with photo option 
• special atmosphere with light, effects and sound

• Add-on: Multimedia Application for iOS/Android Smartphones & Tablet PC‘s
• Options: mobile cinema (2D/3D) / animals as static models

FiW Visitor Attractions, Type 2: Exclusive Showroom Solution – Key Aspects
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The SHOWROOM / The Globe (conceivable feature)

• giant, rotating globe 

• spherical projection 

• diameter 1.5 - 2.5 meters

• showing an impressive continental drift animation 

from now until 200 million years in the future
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The SHOWROOM / Fogscreen Projection (conceivable feature)

• a projection system that uses a thin layer of fog as a 

translucent screen

• displaying 3D content that literally float in the air

• an entrance special effect, which creates a dramatic 

impact in any setting - walking through the image
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The SHOWROOM / Workstations & Displays (conceivable feature)

• Interactive multi-touch tables 

‣ showing information of the FiW world 

as multimedia presentation

‣ interactive games and features /

“Create your own animal”

• LED screens present movies and clips
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The SHOWROOM / 3D-Technology (conceivable feature)

• Glasses-free multi-view 3D displays for 

outstanding autostereoscopic 3D experience 

• Kiosk sytems with an innovative 3D and 

gesture recognition

• user can view 3D objects glasses-free and can 

control them with a simple wave of the hand

Applied latest technology of:
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The SHOWROOM / Options & Add-on

Options: 

• Mobile Cinema (2D/3D) 

• FiW animals as static models or animatronics 

in realistic habitats

Add-on: 

• Multimedia Application for Android/
iOS Smartphones & Tablet PC‘s 

• more additional & interactive content 

• a real FiW experience at home
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The EXHIBITIONEVENT
FiW Visitor Attractions, Type 3: Modular Solution

Ice

Land & Air

Tim
e-Tunnel

Science-Base

Water

Exit

2D/3D-Cinema
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The EXHIBITIONEVENT
FiW Visitor Attractions, Type 3: Modular Solution - Key Aspects

A spectacular exhibition event with staggering multimedia effects are showing an exciting vision of our planet in 
hundreds of millions of years in the future.

The exhibition consists of three different environments: Land, Water and Air. In each module the environmental 
changes are visualized and explained. 

With its mixture of real environments, feel-able climate zones, animatronic and virtual exhibits, combined with the 
latest ground-breaking multi-phonic audiovisual spaces, all the human sensations are stimulated. Interactive 
learning stations help to deepen, broaden and to test the knowledge.

The FUTURE is WILD experience can be designed modular as integrated exhibition, as stand-alone exhibition in 
its own building or as travelling exhibition.
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The EXHIBITIONEVENT
FiW Visitor Attractions, Type 3: Modular Solution

Version: TravellingVersion: Stand aloneVersion: Integrated

• High quality and latest standards / Competitive edge in technology: 

Mixed Reality, Interactive Workstations, Glasses-free 3D displays

• Interactive Visitor Attractions:

Interactive design in connection to additional media & community channels

• Individual interactive models: Augmented Reality, 3D holograms

• Realistic habitats and animals

• First-class Edutainment Program and Merchandising
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The EXHIBITIONEVENT / The Time Tunnel
Features: Fog-Screen 3D Projection, audiovisual spatial experience, visual time-journey
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The EXHIBITIONEVENT / The Science Base
Features: multimedia science-world, incl. dome projection, interactive learning stations, 3D features, AR
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The EXHIBITIONEVENT / Module Land & Air
Features: FUTUREtrack, incl. realistic habitats, life-sized animals as animatronics & 3D holograms, additional 
educational content transported via mobile devices (multimedia and interactive experience)
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The EXHIBITIONEVENT / Module Water
Features: 4D-experience in a futuristic submarine, incl. 3D-animated underwater-world, audiovisual effects
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The DOME
FiW Visitor Attractions, Type 4: Major Theme Park Solution
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The DOME
FiW Visitor Attractions, Type 4: Major Theme Park Solution - Key Aspects

The uniquely innovative concept of a geodesic dome including a full-sized in-door theme park of almost 70,000 

sqm built on two levels is unheard of. Walking through the mind-blowing time tunnel, visitors get mentally 

prepared for experiencing the future for the very first time. The theme park area combines three futuristic worlds: 

Land, Water and Air. 3D dome projections will merge reality and future into one fantastic visual adventure. 

In the biosphere, visitors can explore never before seen animals as animatronics and 3D holograms, futurassic 

environments combined with authentic vegetation and state-of-the-art visitor attractions. In the water scenery an 

underwater glass tunnel makes the entire water-world visible. Virtual tanks and submarine tours present fish and 

underwater beasts of the future within the visitors grasp. 

A unique and innovative ultrasonic audio-technology with incredible spatial acoustic possibilities of sound 

radiation and active noise cancellation provides an impressive audio listening experience, which has never been 

applied before. A highly noise controlled environment calms the senses. Sounds of nature will be experienced in a 

never heard before clarity. The entire atmosphere including the motion of the animals can be transmitted as 

structure borne sound into the human body.

While touching the present, you will sense the future!
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The DOME / Impressions
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The DOME / Impressions
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The DOME / Impressions
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The DOME / Impressions
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The DOME / Impressions
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The DOME / Impressions
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The DOME / Impressions
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The DOME / Impressions
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Education
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The following people have been actively involved with The Future is Wild

Professor R McNeill Alexander (chief scientific advisor) Professor Emeritus of Biology, University of Leeds, UK

Dr Letitia Aviles Associate Professor, Department ofEcology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Arizona, USA

Dr Phillip Currie Head of Dinosaur Research Program and Curator of Dinosaurs and Birds, Royal Tyrell Museum of Palaeontology, Canada

Professor Richard Fortey Department of Palaeontology, The Natural History Museum, UK

Professor William Gilly Professor of Cell and Developmental Biology and Marine Biology, Stanford University, USA

Professor Stephen Harris Mammal Research Unit, University of Bristol, UK

Dr Roy Livermore British Antarctic Survey, UK

Professor Karl Niklas Liberty Hyde Bailey Professor of Plant Biology, Cornell University, USA

Professor Stephen Palumbi Director of The Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford University, USA

Professor Jeremy Rayner Alexander Professor of Zoology, University of Leeds, UK

Professor Bruce Tiffney Professor of Geological Sciences, University of California, USA

Professor Paul Valdes Department of Meteorology, University of Bristol, UK

Dr Christiane Denys Palaeontologist,  Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France

Professor Michael Archer Dean of Faculty of Biology, University of New South Wales, Australia

Dr James Sweitzer Astrophysicist, Principal of Science Communication Consultants

Professor Stephen Sparks NERC Research Professor, University of Bristol, UK

Professor Kurt Kotrschal Zoological Institute, University of Vienna, Austria

Professor David Beerling Professor of Palaeoclimatology, University of Sheffield, UK

SCIENTIFIC ADVISORS
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The Educational Value
The FUTURE is WILD can be used in schools and colleges worldwide as a resource material for teaching science 
and geography in particular, but also opportunities for creative work, for debate and informed discussion. 

This opportunity exists because The FUTURE is WILD is a property which allows children to use the tools of 
science in an imaginative way retaining scientific authenticity. 

This is a unique feature and has been seized upon by educators. It also helps to explain the highly topical issue of 
climate change and provides an imaginative scientific counter to creationism and ID - Intelligent Design.

The FUTURE is WILD is used in varying ways by UK and international schools and colleges.

Here are some examples:
• A hugely successful two week cross-curricular project at a UK grammar school; 

now a regular event running in its seventh year with a thriving FIW™ website and science club.
• A geography-based animation project at a UK secondary school now in its sixth year
• National and international ‘design a creature’ competitions organised by the UK’s national 

Association for Science Education through their “Science Across the World” initiative.
• The “most entered ever” annual competition for the British Association for the Advancement of Science.
• National competitions with school suppliers
• Extra-curricular activities at the UK’s Natural History Museum, Twycross Zoo and aquariums 

in Japan, Australia and the USA.

OVERVIEW
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• Annual semester-long projects at US college
• Annual semester-long projects at US high school
• Effective use at a school for autistic pupils in New York
• Use as an ‘imagination inspired’ project for difficult pupils at a 

UK Exclusion Centre.
• Seven month project at top school in Singapore working directly 

with FIW experts to create new life forms.
• Enthusiastic reception by over two hundred teachers at in service 

training courses across the UK. 

Children, their teachers and their parents have all been excited by the possibilities 
that come from using The Future is Wild, with proven success, in traditional 
schools, special needs establishments and Home Learning. 

It works for all ages and all abilities, for those who readily grasp science 
and those who don’t, but find the way it makes science fun for them to 
be a door-opening opportunity. Working equally well at the Lewis Clark 
College in Idaho and at an autistic school in New York, or the extreme examples of it in the British city of 
Gloucester‘s top secondary school (founded 1539) and the special “centre of last resort” for city’s most difficult 
children who can no longer be managed in traditional secondary school at all.

OVERVIEW
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Teachers have found even the youngest children can become readily engaged with The FUTURE is WILD. However 
the ideal target age is 8 plus, the level at which children start to learn the principles of science. The FUTURE is 
WILD™ allows them to try them out and discover that Science is Fun.

Typical activity is:
1. Discussion of the natural world of today and the past. Question session “Could dinosaurs happen again?”, 

“How could your family dog or cat change in the future?”

2. Explanation of how changes happen, - global change, principles of evolution (survival of the fittest, 
natural mutation etc)

3. Class then given a geographical area (Australia is the obvious choice) and time frame, 
with new location on the globe. Class asked to consider creatures in the territory today 
and show what they might become in the new chosen time frame and location.

4. Work is judged on results of what they were asked 
to achieve. May just be a drawing, model, diorama,
storyline etc supported by appropriate notes, or 
whatever is the requirement.

PRIMARY EDUCATION
(children form ages 5 to 11)
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The following are the experiences of some UK schools:

Whyteleafe School spent every Thursday afternoon of the summer 
term working on The FUTURE is WILD. Working closely with their 
teachers the classes were able to meet the curriculum targets in science, 
literacy and geography. Described as getting “The best ever reaction” from 
the children, The FUTURE is WILD is now a regular school activity.

The head teacher at Long Itchington School wrote to update us on 
their “create future creatures and plants activity”  ‘Thought you might be 
interested to hear how our The FUTURE is WILD project is going - all of 
the children are watching the DVD's. There has been some art work, 
literacy work and lots of science going on.  They are still happily playing at 
rattlebacks on the playground after 4 weeks!’ 

Competition award winning children at Telford School, which runs a 
The FUTURE is WILD Science Club every week, each received a signed 
certificate of merit from Squibby, the squibbon stowaway from the FIW 
kids cartoon series.

Winning painting of a the Future is Wild competition

PRIMARY EDUCATION
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It is at this stage that The FUTURE is WILD really comes into its own as a curricular and extra-curricular activity. 
Schools in the UK have found it to be a particular good basis for cross-curricular projects that show the pupils how 
an understanding of Science brings benefits across the wider world and work of life.

The following are the experiences of some UK schools:

Crypt School has followed a similar pattern for seven years with their 
two week cross-curricular project, compulsory for all pupils in their 
second year at the school. 

Pupils, introduced to the principles of evolution and global change 
through Geography, Biology and Mathematics (Bio-mechanics) design 
their own future creatures and environments which they set to stories 
(Creative Writing), bring to life as  physical models (Art, Design and 
Technology), develop board games etc. 

At the weekly The FUTURE is WILD Science Club, the pupils 
have gone further, creating a The FUTURE is WILD magazine, 
and a parasitic plant as predator for the “Megasquid” where one 
did not exist before. The headmaster has presented their work 
at the National Conference of Head teachers. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION
(pupils aged 11 to 18)
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Rednock School, where The FUTURE is WILD started as annual day activity, now runs a compulsory three week 
project for all its first year pupils. 

The task is for groups of six to each create their own “stop-frame” animated film, set in an agreed environment and 
time frame. This takes the pupils through the following disciplines:

• Geography (tectonic plates and global change)
• Biology (creating and proving the creatures and plants)
• Creative writing (script and storyboard)
• Art and Design (building of set, creatures and plants)
• Animated film-making (stop-frame manipulation, 

camera work and editing)
• Music (create own musical scores)
• Confidence Building (presenting the film to the school 

and FIW judges)
• Team Building.

The FUTURE is WILD film of the Rednock experience was made specially to show education authorities in 
Germany and elsewhere just how inspirational the project can be when used in a proper structured manner.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
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Lewis-Clark State College, Lewiston, Idaho
Under the guidance of Dr Matthew Brady, the Division of Natural Sciences has for many years run a semester long 
project on Future Evolution, which he presented to the National Science Teachers Association Area Convention in 
Seattle.

Sophomore Zoology students work in pairs to the following brief:

• Choose a present day taxon
• Pick a time period and habitat from the FIW™ future worlds of 5m, 100m and 200m years from now.
• Design the creature, taking into account its evolutionary path and environmental changes.
• Create a physical representation of the creature, a model if possible rather than just drawings.
• Write a creature profile, quoting reference sources. 

Dr Brady then applied a grading system to the various tasks. 
Dr Brady’s wife, also a teacher, runs a similar project at High School.

“The Future is Wild project has been very beneficial in aiding me in educating my 
college students to the evolutionary processes that go into adaptation and 

eventually speciation. It gave me a compelling and engaging means of introducing 
my students to the thought process of evolutionary ‘what if.’ They came away with a 

deeper understanding of evolutionary constraints - that novel traits do not just 
appear - and gained a better perspective on the mechanisms driving these changes.” 

Matthew J. Brady, Ph.D.

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
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Teachers and parents have found The FUTURE is WILD can have strong appeal for those with special needs. Its 
blending of science and imagination provides:

• The background for an experience individually tailored to fit the circumstances.
• Sense of individual achievement as all participants can create something unique, of their own.
• A fully immersive experience which makes it easy to cross to other disciplines and open doors previously 

thought closed.
• An outlet for imagination, self expression and frequently as a way of communicating to others.
• A concept equally as effective in the home as in the classroom.

The following are some of the experiences:

A Speech and Language Pathologist working with Aspergers and Autism at a school in New York said that 
many of her children have become interested in our programmes. She uses them to help the children practice their 
listening skills, strike up conversations and expand their language. She is using the pictures to create card games in 
order for the children to play during their free time at recess and lunch.

A nine year old autistic boy home-schooled in Vancouver, Canada is a regular correspondent with FIW. He has 
a credible adaptation of a future moose and a stop- frame animated film.

SPECIAL NEEDS
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“I am 15 years old.  I live in Stirling, Ontario, Canada. I was born with 
Fragile X, which is a form of autism. I had a hard time learning when I was 
younger but found are lief in learning science/biology. Your information on 
The Future is Wild was and still is a huge inspiration to me. I came up with 
a creature from the future, 5 million years from now. I was hoping it might 
be of interest to you as well and maybe you could use it in some way in one 
of your future projects. If you are interested and would like some more of 
my input on it I have attached a picture I drew and a couple of prehistoric 
pictures to help show what it might look like. I have also included some 
information about this creature. I hope you like my input and I also hope to 
hear from you soon. Thank you for your time.”

A schoolgirl from England who was a runner-up out of 27,000 in a national competition submitted her future 
creature in Braille.

Visiting a school in the UK to present on The FUTURE is WILD to classes of older primary school children, 
John Stringer, FIW’s Head of Education, was approached by a ten-year-old boy who questioned him in impressive 
detail about the creatures. The boy was so late leaving the school that his mother came in for him. She and his 
teacher told John that he was an elective mute who never spoke to anybody at school – and certainly not to 
strangers – but his enthusiasm for the project overcame that.

Cody Lake from Ontario, Canada, another regular correspondent, first wrote:

SPECIAL NEEDS
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A mother home-schooling her 13-year-old dyslexic son and 8-year-old autistic daughter wrote: 

“I wanted first to say Thank You for your response and again for your wonderful show. I home-school both my children who 
have high functioning autism and learning disabilities that range from moderate to severe. My son (who is 13)  is dyslexic and 
reading is extremely difficult and on top of that he has problems being able to comprehend and retain the information read so 
we don't make reading a part of our curriculum. He does read some simple books and his animal books but we don't have a set 
reading curriculum because it would be too overwhelming for him. 
My daughter (who is 8) does not read yet due to her learning disability which also includes difficulty in understanding written 
and spoken language. So I turn to educational TV and DVDs for shows that can teach and both my kids retain almost 
everything they see and hear. They are both visual learners and learn best by hands on type activities.”

The FUTURE is WILD became a wonderful learning 
adventure for him as well as his sister. 

“We have created a Study Unit. My son draws the animals and usually includes a few of his own creatures based on what 
environment they are living in. We have discussed global warming, the environment, tectonic plates, oceans, continents, 
countries and animal evolution. The Future is Wild is a great learning adventure for us and a great way for my kids to 
broaden their imaginations, strengthen their comprehension skills, and learn in a way that is fun and educational.”

SPECIAL NEEDS
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Design a Creature competitions are a regular feature of The FUTURE is WILD experience throughout the world. 
They have an obvious role in both the school environment and educationally based visitor attractions. They have 
also been used by Science Institutions as a way of stimulating interest from a wide audience.

The British Association for the Advancement of Science
This distinguished body runs an annual competition for children. 

In 2009, to celebrate the “Darwin Year” the International Year of 
Astronomy, they and The Future is Wild launched an imaginative 
nationwide school competition to explore what Darwin might have 
discovered if the Beagle had taken him, not to the Galapagos Islands, but 
to a new planet where life exists!

This competition, tailored for Key Stage 1, 2 and 3, got children to 
explore the life forms that Darwin might have discovered on one of four 
environmentally different and isolated islands on an alien planet.

They received a remarkable 27,000 entries, four times their usual 
number. They plan on another FIW competition next year.

COMPETITIONS
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Raffles Institution
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PROJECT AIM
The project was devised to introduce students to the principles of Evolution allowing them to utilise their 
understanding of  Science, stretch their Imaginations and put into practice learning and skills in Filmmaking and 
Modern Media Technologies. It allowed the students to experience working together with professional outside 
organisations to produce results which will have a place in the “Real World“.

PROJECT PLAYERS

The Raffles Institution
The Raffles Institution is the acknowledged leading school in Singapore with a degree of excellence to uphold. It 
was their students from their years 2 and 4 who have worked on The Future is Wild.

The FUTURE is WILD
Originally conceived by creator Joanna Adams in 1996 The Future is Wild works with a panel of distinguished 
international scientists to create imaginary, though scientifically plausible, versions of Planet Earth, its 
environments, fauna and flora set far in the future. These creations are then brought to life through filmmaking, 
publishing, augmented reality, exhibitions and education. This unique concept is known and respected throughout 
the world. The FIW team working on the project consisted of Joanna Adams, Professor McNeill Alexander (chief 
scientific advisor) and John Stringer (head of Education).

A multi-media educational experience
RAFFLES INSTITUTION

»Before embarking on this RE project, I have never given evolution a second thought, 
but now I realize the importance of change towards the growth of a species. 

It is only through constant changing can an organism better and improve itself«
(Zhan Zhide, Student at the Raffles Institution) 
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The Raffles Institution had four groups of students from each year group (Year 2 and Year 4) working for seven 
months on developing new creatures, plants and environments.

The Year 2 Groups (mainly 14 years olds)
The students were encouraged to create entirely new ideas, allowing their imagination full flow, but keeping within 
the boundaries of “good science“ along similar lines to those practiced by schools in the UK who regularly use The 
Future is Wild as a basis for cross-curricular activity. The work of each group was supposed to result in a 3D 
animated short film, but to achieve this the groups had to have fully worked through the complex and time-
consuming processes of:

• Designing the creatures, plant and environments, providing due justification.
• Filmmaking techniques of storyboarding, narration and animation.

During this process that Future is Wild team provided advice and encouragement but was always bearing in mind 
that these were younger children (mainly 14 years) and must be allowed some creative licence to ensure 
stimulation.

HOW THE PROJECT WORKED
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With their project on the evolution of the Raft Spider year 2 students won the Gold Award at the Research 
Education Congress with the evolutionary development of the Stinson Spider.

GOLD AWARD WINNER / The Stinson Spider
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The final animation video produced by the students with help from the RI staff shows a high quality blend of 
imagination, CGI techniques and commentary voice-over. It is a remarkable achievement for a group of young 
non-professional filmmakers, who deservedly won the Gold Award.

ANIMATED VIDEO of the Stinson Spider
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The team showed considerable imagination in developing the current-day African Clawed Frog into a future 
creature with the unique ability to anchor itself to the ground in shallow water of the swamp attracting prey 
towards the simulated foliage showing above the water level. This was an interesting first FIW development based 
upon this animal family group.

THE ANCHOR FROG
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The team has effectively overcome the less-challenging story requirements of the largely static Anchor Frog 
through the inclusion of a dramatic predator-prey sequence with clear explanatory voiceover. 

ANIMATED VIDEO of the Anchor Frog
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The team has taken the current-day jellyfish and developed it into a much more proactive rather than reacting 
creature with the addition of a brain and eyes with the requirement for more complex behaviour patterns than its 
ancestor.

THE TENTACOOLA
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The team have followed the development from the extinct Guitarfish, through the present day Manta Ray over a 
period of 200 million years to create the Void Ray. The different body shape, advanced stinger and 
electroreception has given the Void Ray the ability to become a fearsome 
predator, at the top of the food chain.

THE VOID RAY
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These groups of older children have been working on something completely new and exciting. They were 
collaborating with The Future is Wild team to develop some of the already academically approved concepts that 
form the next generation of  The Future is Wild ideas and programming.  
Specifically these are:

• The Fire Dolphin, an intelligent, communicative future creature which could fulfill 
a similar role to early Man in a far future environment.

• Power Plants which are “pro-active“ rather than “re-active“ allowing them to become true 
protagonists to the extent only previously seen in science fiction.

• Button Squid, land based, tree dwelling squid living in a multi-caste, eusocial colony system. 
An important food source for the Fire Dolphin.

THE YEAR 4 GROUPS
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This group worked closely with the FIW expert team (responsible for guidance, collaboration and approvals 
throughout) to create fully developed creatures, plants and environments, taking into account evolutionary paths 
and behaviour in depth, for incorporation within professional extrapolations.  

The students present their work as 3D animated movie clips, 
supported by:
• Animation ready Scripts and Storyboards
• Scientific justification
• A work in progress record

This allows their inclusion within:
• The Future is Wild 3D movie
• Other aspects of the FIW brand, including publishing, technology and education
• FIW educational resource materials to be used by other schools and 

education authorities around the world
• A showcase at Future is Wild exhibitions.

The FIW team stimulated, monitored progress and provided approvals
throughout the process, working closely with the Raffles staff and students
using video links and “chat“ facilities.

THE YEAR 4 GROUPS
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A major aim of the Project was to deliver the students‘ work in a way that is both easily accessible and excites, 
showing how the students have been stimulated to prove that Science can include both Imagination and Invention 
within its rules, both during the progress of the project and final delivery.

Use of  Media during the Project‘s Progress
• Cloud computing via “Dropbox“ was used as the main communication 

device between the participants of RI and FIW. The materials created as 
text, graphics and animation were deposited there by the students, and 
commented on by the FIW experts who also used it to deposit their own 
relevant examples.

• A fortnightly video conference allowed the FIW experts to discuss work in 
progress directly with the RI staff and students.

• The RI maintained a multimedia Diary which at the end of the project was 
edited together into a final presentation.

Use of  Media in the Final Delivery
• Both year groups at the RI were delivering their work as CGI animated films (Year 2) and animation ready 

scripts and storyboards (Year 4) with FIW acting in the role of Executive Producer.
• The Year 4 group of older children delivered their work to a professional level giving them experience of  the 

different stages and disciplines in the key pre-production stages required for CGI film production.

USE OF MEDIA IN THE PROJECT
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The project time-lines showing workflow and integration between the students, the RI staff and FIW.

Timeline for PHASE I: IDEA DEVELOPMENTTimeline for PHASE I: IDEA DEVELOPMENTTimeline for PHASE I: IDEA DEVELOPMENT

Date Activity/Task to be completed Remarks

Feb.-Mar. Setting the timeline and discuss possible outcomes between FIW, RI, Science Centre 
and MDA

Jo Adams and team visited Singapore in December 
2010 and subsequently a few more times in 2011.

Mar.-May

Student groups:
• Year 2 boys identify the time period (eg. 5, 100, 200 millions) for their future 

creatures, and select an existing animal as the ancestor for the future animals
• Year 4 boys (3 groups working on FIW2 series on Fire Dolphin, 2 groups on Power 

Plants, 1 group on FIW1 creatures)

They would all research the following
• Background information on current animal from which the future creatures would 

evolve from
• Suggest viable morphological changes, special adaptions, physiological changes, 

and special focus on the creatures‘:
• Nutrition/diet
• Sexual / mating behaviour
• Hunting/feeding behaviour
• Biomechanics

Send their proposal to Prof Neill Alexander starting June 2011 to obtain feedback via 
email and video conference. Jo Adams would also give her input on the students‘ 
work.

Teacher-mentors (Dr Jeffrey Lee and Joseph Chong) ensure the quality of work 
submitted, facilitated discussions, and meeting of deadline for the various tasks, and 
coordinate the video conferences.

A Confidentiality Agreement was signed between FIW 
and RI on 28 March 2011.
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Timeline for PHASE II: PRODUCTION AND DELIVERYTimeline for PHASE II: PRODUCTION AND DELIVERYTimeline for PHASE II: PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY

Date Activity/Task to be completed Remarks

9 June Discussion with Media Designer 9.30am with Mr Surya

14 June Workshop on Podcast Production for narration 9am – 5pm

6 July Video Conference Wednesday at 345pm-445pm @ Circular Room

8 July • Year 2 students work with EdTech specialists on modeling of creatures (CGI)
• Year 4 students work with Dr Jeffrey Lee and Dr Alexander

15 July
• Modify based on feedback received
• Year 2 students work with EdTech specialists on modeling of creatures (CGI)
• Year 4 students work with Dr Jeffrey Lee and Dr Alexander

20 July Video Conference Wednesday at 345pm-445pm @ Circular Room

22 July
• Submit modified work to Dr Alexander
• Year 2 students work with EdTech specialists on modeling of creatures (CGI)
• Year 4 students work with Dr Jeffrey Lee and Dr Alexander

29 July
• Modify based on feedback received
• Year 2 students work with EdTech specialists on modeling of creatures (CGI)
• Year 4 students work with Dr Jeffrey Lee and Dr Alexander

3 Aug. Video Conference Wednesday at 345pm-445pm @ Circular Room

5 Aug.
Presentation of creature model (Year 2 students) and Storyboards with narration 
(Year 4 students) to teachers
Submission of 1st draft of CGIs and Storyboards and receive feedback

Oral presentation in school 
(Research Education Oral presentation)

12 Aug. Edit and submit 2nd draft of CGIs and Storyboards and receive feedback

17 Aug. Video Conference Wednesday at 345pm-445pm @ Circular Room

19 Aug. Edit and submit 3rd draft of CGIs and Storyboard and receive feedback

26 Aug. Edit and submit 4th draft of CGIs and Storyboard and receive feedback

31 Aug.
Final Video Conference

Students work on animation phase (Aug. 2011 till March 2012) based on 
final feedback by Dr Alexander (final touch up)

Wednesday at 345pm-445pm @ Circular Room
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Merchandising & Publishing
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Merchandising covers the development, production and distribution of merchandising products based upon the 
FUTURE IS WILD brand. These include toys, games, premiums, apparel, school items, mobile downloads, etc. A 
large potential revenue source for the hosting attraction venue, it follows the substantial entertainment exposure 
generated by long running edutaining exhibitions and successful entertainment units.

MERCHANDISING
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PUBLISHING
Three titles already exist and are published in over 20 languages. “THE FUTURE IS WILD“ is an adult and family 
reference book. It has sold more than 120k copies in Japan alone. “The Wild World of the Future“ is a specially 
created children’s book ideal for ages 6 to 11. A Manga strip cartoon series has been successfully released in Japan 
and published as a complete book edition for both Japan and Korea. Future publishing will include books based 
upon the children’s entertainment series, the next generation of documentaries, education, movie tie-ins and a 
major reference Encyclopaedia of the Future.
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